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Why we need algorithmic audits?

Recommendation algorithms are:

- the gatekeeper of the internet

- opaque and unaccountable

- not optimized for user's interests



Auditing: Cooperative VS Adversarial

Cooperative Auditing

- Relies on official APIs and vetted access

- Currently very limited

- Platform initiative or imposed by DSA art 40

- Pre-defined data set and research question

Adversarial Auditing

- Data collected without platform consent

- Main driver of algorithmic accountability

- Labor and expertise intensive

- Limited to observable data



Recording: Browser extension

A browser extension to record 
the platform's behavior



Interacting: Puppet Accounts

A browser automation tool 
to run controlled-
experiments



Adversarial Audit Exemple

TikTok's policy response in Russia 
following the war in Ukraine



Following the invasion of Ukraine, we uncovered 
that TikTok had blocked access to 95% of content 
in Russia (all international), without announcing it.

March 6th - First Report

@trackingexposed



We found a loophole being exploited by 
pro-kremlin propagandist to upload new 
content, in contradiction with TikTok's 
own stated policy.

April 13th - Second Report



In August, we uncovered that content 
which appears to be banned could still 
be algorithmically promoted.

We call this unprecedented 
phenomenon shadow-promotion.

Aug 10th - Third Report



Impact

- Raising awareness with media coverage

- TikTok's CEO summoned by 6 US senators 
in an official letter based on our findings.

- TikTok was forced to clarify their policy, 
and fix its implementation



Adversarial audits will remain necessary

- Different observation scope

- No restriction on research question

- Guarantees data integrity



Join the effort!

Development - Put resources in common free-software repositories

Policy - Guarantee legal shield for public interest auditing

Funding - We need support to sustain our growth and hold platforms 
to account

Monitoring - Run your own audits, and contribute to the data safe

Get in touch: marc@tracking.exposed 
@trackingexposed
@marcfaddoul


